If the answer is no, then it's full-on
hysteria. Haven't we been led to believe that when
entering our 40s we are now "middle-aged?" Instead
of worrying that we might not have achieved all we
laid out in our "life's plan," let's start thinking of this
impending milestone as a time to celebrate and show
the world what we are all about. Because life isn't half
over, we've only just begun.
Being happy and healthy is a goal that's attainable at
any age. It's just having the willpower and the courage
to grab hold of the reigns and run.
Juan Beccera, a 44-year-old divorced father of two
and co-owner of Next Level Performance (NLP) gym
in Staten Island, NY, did just that. Four years ago,
on the verge of turning 40, overweight and going
through some tough personal times, Beccera felt like
he was losing himself. Instead of making himself a
priority, Beccera admits, "I was living for everyone but
myself."
What started his personal evolution was a weight loss
competition at his job. Though Beccera was losing
weight, he wasn't going about it in a healthy way,
and a co-worker (who is now his partner in the gym),
Chris Brown, suggested coming along to a highintensity boxing class. Aside from this class, neither
felt there was anything on Staten Island like it. From
these talks, the idea to start N LP was born.

"Let's start
thinking of this
impending
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as a time to
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world what we
are all about."
a successful business. "What we really need to do
is focus on the journey and not allow our lack of
confidence to get in the way," Shenker recommends.
"Everyone should set goals for themselves, make a
plan, and then stick to it."

As for NLP, membership has doubled, and in 2011,
they moved into a bigger space. "My passion is
motivating people to make the change like I did, to
enter a new world of health, fitness and wellness, and
to stay there."

Sometimes an idea and the determination to make
things happen is all it takes. Author, TV host and
entrepreneur, Judy Goss, began her career as a
model. She worked in various outlets within the
entertainment business before making her way
over to the world of publishing, first as an Editor at
Cosmopolitan, then on to More magazine. To many,
her career sounds glamorous; what couldn't have
been fulfilling about those jobs? But like so many
others, Goss found herself facing her 40th birthday
while simultaneously facing some life challenges,
both of which led to an eye-opening realization: from
here on out, she wanted to work only for herself.

What's wonderful about taking control of your life is
there are no time restrictions. Just ask Nancy Shenker
who runs theONswitch, a boutique marketing
company that helps small- and mid-size companies
grow through innovative solutions like Facebook,
Twitter and YouTube. While in her late 40s, Shenker
knew her passion for writing was not being met
by working in the corporate world of banking. A
change was needed. Focusing on what she knew
she was good at, Shenker channeled her skills into

Having met so many amazing women while traveling
and working for More, Goss started writing blogs
based on the women's stories. Soon, the idea for
Over40Females began to unfold. After starting a page
on Facebook and a website, Goss was surprised to
see hundreds of women joining and started hosting
events in NYC to bring everyone together. As the
events and interest grew, Goss expanded these gettogethers to other areas, and today she has seven
ch d-oters around the country, with five more set to

Fast forward four years later and the gym is thriving
... and so is Beccera. While he didn't win the
competition, he's doing things he never thought
possible, such as rock climbing, entering into athletic
competitions and living a healthier lifestyle, things that
he is now passing on to his children, ages 16 and 12.
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